
  

Use Case:  Territory Dimension 
Type 1

The Adventure Works database contains a Sales schema. Inside this 
schema is a table listing the Sales Territories.  Each sales transaction 

is coded with a Territoy ID associated with the region the customes 
resides. The Territory attributes are needed to sort sales transactions 
into groups for reporting. These territories change but not very often.   

No history of data changes are needed for this data so this dimension 
can be created as a Type 1. Type 1 data base structures do not store 

the history of changes within each record of the tables.  Data is 
overwritten when changes are detected. 
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Source Data

Attributes for the Dimension

TerritoryID (Natural Key)
Name
CountryRegionCode
Group

The remaining attributes are not 
needed at this time.



  

Data Model



  

Recipe

Steps:
1. Connect to the A2BData Portal

2. On the Portal, choose Compass – Create Mapping to start building the new 
dimension.

3. Select the Design Pattern of Dimension (Type 1), provide a mapping name 
and description.  Select a Connection name. Set the Target Name for the 
dimension to D5_Territory

4. The basic mapping is now created. The Edit Mapping page is now presented.

5. Click the Qualify Sources button. Here you define the input table. Select the 
Object Name  and Join Type.

Set Object Name to staged Sales Territory data
Set Join Type to PRIMARY

6. Now we add the Attributes.  Click on the Business View button and the Add to 
enter the first attribute.

7. Enter each attribute as listed in the Data Model. Set the TerritoryID as the Natural Key
Set all attributes to have a Transformation Type = Pass-Through

8. Enter each attribute as listed in the Data Model. Save changes after each attribute change.

9. Now switch to the Technical View.

10. Edit each attribute, setting the Source Object to the primary stage table. Set 
the Source Attribute to the corresponding attribute of the stage table.

Save changes after each attribute change.

11. Click the Set Target button to verify the Mapping Attributes are linked 
correctly to the Target Columns.  If not, drag to create the correct links. 

The end result should look like the provided data model.

12. Create a Profile to run the mapping and run the profile using the UI or 
A2BLoader program.

13. Query the new dimension to view the results A successful load will contain 10 records.
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